TECHNICAL

~~~ALYSIS

HOW THE _ADVANCE/DECLINE OSCILLATOR WINS

ln B0771~0SS F4KHRY

Technical methods of
picking market trends have
been dismissed by some
critics as witchcraft. But
here is one signal-generator
claimed to help achieve
superior results.

anv people claim to us<'
technical trading rules
capable of "'beating the
market:· i\lost nwmlwrs
of the finan('ial communitv. hmve\TL
doubt the u,._efulncss of such rules.
claiming that mechanical trading
metho<k \\hen subjected to objecti\C
enduation. seldom turn out to be \alid.
Consequenth. there is a ('Onsiderahle
\in\ that technical forecastingsdwnws
are lwtter left to mvsti('s than to prof~
essional analvsts and investors.
This arti('lc presents strong<'\ idence
that "onw technical trading rules can
"'beat the market.'. It i" also suggested that
giwn the cu1Tcnt emphasi" among fund
managers on short-term rwrformance.
achining superior rates of return is
practi<'allv impossible \\ith a strictly
fundam<'ntal approach to analvsing
the market.
The trading presented in this article
is based on the advan('e/dcclinc
oscillato1: \\·hich is a IH'\\ \rny of looking
at the adrnnce/decline statistics. The
osc i1lator \ms tested using simulated
trading mer the entire length of the bull
market from February 1983 until June
1988: and it \ms also tested using realtime forecasts for the 12 months ended
October. 1988.
The results of real-time testing show
that managing a randomly selected
portfolio using the buy/sell signals
generated by the advance/decline
oscillator during the 12 months ended
October 31. 1988. achieved a rate of
rel urn of24.9 percent and outperformed

both the i\o. l fund manager during that
period - Potter Warburg. \\hich achie\cd
a 22 . .S pn cent rate of return - and the
AH Ordinaries Index. \\hich incrcw.;ed lw
19.2 per (Tnl during the period.
The oscillator
The adnrncddccline oscillator
shO\\n in figure's 1 and 2 is constructed
ln finding the algebraic difference
!)('[\\een dw numl)('r of stocks adYancing each daY and the numlwr of
stocks declining. This difference
is l hen srnoot hed O\Tr four periods
!ff a linear \\·cighted moYing mcragc.
\\'ith the most recent data carrving
more \\Tight.
The di ffc re n ce bet ween t lw
advances and declines in period on<' i"
multiplied hY 0.1. period two bY 0.2.
period three bv 0.3 and period four bv
0.4: these arc then added together and
the total is plotted as sh<n\n in the
accompanving charts. The result is a
graph which oscillates ahoYe and
bdm\ the zero line.
DiYergcnce between the mo\Tmenl of the oscillator and the movement
of the All Ordinaries Index was found to
be a reliable indicator that the market.
was about lo change direction.
Figure l shows that the divergence
between the movement of the index.
points A-Band C-D. and the oscillato1:
points A1 - B 1 and C1 - D 1 (i.e. the index
made a new high. but the oscillator did
not follow; it diverged instead). was
followed by a market reversal.
Bollross Fakhn- is a Swine\· research anali-st.
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Simulated trading
To test the profitability using the
aclvance/clecline oscillator in asset
allocation, we concluctecl a simulated
trading exercise forthe length of the bull
market from 1983 untilJune 1988.
We started with an index portfolio
having a value of$10 millior_ ·:m February
24, 1983, and changed the asset
allocation whenever the index diverged
from the aclvance/clecline oscillator.
Assuming a commission rate of 1 per cent
on buying or selling equities, and
assuming a 70 per cem maximum
allocation to equities at any one time, with
the balance of the portfolio being invested
in 90-clay bank bills, the ::-esult of this
simulation is shown in Table 1.
During the whole period, only 36
changes to the asset allocation took place.
Between February 19;33 and June
1988, the simulated portfolio appreciated by 405 per cent after commission,
compared with 223 per cent appreciation
in the All Ordinaries Incle:<.
The portfolio outperformed the
index in every year: even though 30 per
cent (~/the portfolio was allocated to cash
at all times. The result would have been
much higher had one le·;eraged the
portfolio using option~ or the Share Price
Futures Contract.
We further tested the performance
of the oscillator for the 12 months ended
October 31 1988, using an equally
weighted portfolio of 40 stocks selected
at random, from the top 100 Companies
by market capitalisation.
The test assumed a portfolio of$10
million on October 31, 1987; a 50 per
cent allocation to the ranclor_1ly selected
portfolio and a 50 per cent allocation to
bank bills; and only one trading rule:
cverv time the advance/decline oscillator
diverges from the All Ordinaries Index,
immunise the equities proportion by
selling enough SPI contracts to make
equities equal to zero, until there is a
buying signal on the oscillar:or, when the
SPI contracts should be cbsecl.
The results of this exercise are shown
in Figure 2 and Table 2. The randomly
selected portfolio, using only one mechanical trading rule, acnieved a rate of
return of 24.89 per cer_t (without
including the cliviclencl earned) for the 12
months ended October 31, 1988. The
No. 1 performing fund manager during
that period, Potter Warburg, achieved a
22.5 per cent rate of reurn. The reason
for using a randomly selected portfolio
is to highlight the fact that performance
is due mainly to market timing and not
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to stock selection. All the buy/sell signals
shown in Figure 2 were made in real-time,
i.e witlwut the benefit of hindsight.
Why underperformance?
The poor performance of institutional investors, which is very well
documented in the literature, is not
caused by a lack of talent or experience
among fund managers. Fund managers
are usually very well qualified for their
jobs. The problems lie in:
a over-reliance on fundamentals and
economic data;
our inability to make certain types of
decisions; and
in the institutional structures
themselves.
Fundamental data are usually
outdated, already anticipated or fully
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discounted by current prices, and, given
the current trend towards "creative
accounting", the data may be completely
misleading.
Further; stock prices are only partly
determined by the earning power of the
firm or the prospective yield, and partly
by the hopes and fears and guesses and
moods, rational and irrational, of
thousands of potential buyers and sellers.
Benjamin Graham, author of the
most distinguished book on security
analysis, emphasised the importance of
market psychology in the determination
of stock prices when he wrote: "It is a
basic assumption of this book (Security
Analysis) that the processes of the stock
market are psychological more than
arithmetical. This produces the well
27

known tendency of stock prices as a whole
to go to extremes in either direction, as
optimism and pessimism hold sway." 1
Stock prices are never determined
by some bureau-of-standards yardstick.
In reality. they are a complex amalgam
of fundamentals and crowd fantasy. It
is as Keynes put it: "Professional
investment may be likened to those
newspaper competitions in which the
competitors have to pick out the six
prettiest faces from a hundred photographs. the prize being awarded to the
competitor whose choice most nearly
corresponds to the average preferences
of the competitors as a whole: so that each
competitor has to pick. not those faces
which he himself find prettiest, but those
which he thinks likeliest to catch the

fancy of the other competitors." 2
Despite such statements from two of
the giants of the investment world. very
little attention is usually given to the
technical position of the market in
investment decision-making.
Current work in psychology indicates
that man is a serial or sequential
processor of data who can handle
information reliably in a linear manner
- that is. he can move from one point to
the next in logical sequence. In building
a model ship or a space station, there is
a defined sequence of procedures.
Each step, no matter how complex
the particular technology. is linked
to the preceding step and will be
linked to the succeeding stage until
completion.

The thinking man's market
However, the type of problem facing
the investment professional is quite
different; here configural, or interactive.
rather than linear: reasoning is required
for the solution. In a con figural problem.
the decision-maker's interpretation
of any single piece of information
changes depending on how lw evaluates
other inpub.
1l1ke the case of the security analyst:
where two .:;ompanies have the same
trend of earr_ings. the emphasis placed
on growth rc.tes will be weighted quite
differently depending on their respective
industries an::! their financial strength. In
addition, the assessment will be
tempered by the dividend trend. the
current payout ratio. profit margins.
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